Introduction
Observations of planetary airglow emissions are a useful tool to remotely probe the characteristics of upper atmospheres. Indeed, the study of airglow morphology, its temporal or geographical variations and its brightness provide valuable information concerning the composition, temperature and dynamics of an atmosphere. In the case of Venus, the presence of the c (225-270 nm) and d (190-240 nm) bands of nitric oxide in the nightglow was detected and identified by Feldman et al. (1979) using the ultraviolet spectrograph on board the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite. It was also observed by Stewart and Barth (1979) with the ultraviolet spectrometer on board the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PV-OUVS). This emission is produced by radiative recombination through inverse predissociation of nitrogen ( 4 S) and oxygen ( 3 P) ground-state atoms. These atoms recombine producing NO molecules in the (C 2 P) state that can relax following the scheme: 
The widely accepted global picture is that the N and O atoms are mainly created by dissociation of N 2 , CO 2 and, to a minor extent, CO molecules on the dayside of Venus by extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photons and photoelectrons. N( 4 S) and O( 3 P) atoms are then carried to the nightside by the overall global wind circulation. Downward transport takes place on the nightside, followed by radiative recombination providing excited NO (C 2 P) molecules in the lower thermosphere. Stewart et al. (1980) analyzed images of the Venus nightside d(0, 1) band at 198 nm obtained every 24 h with PV-OUVS during a solar maximum period and showed that the emission is highly variable in brightness and morphology over consecutive observations. The location of bright spots in successive global images ranged from 2130 to 0300 LT and 39°S to 60°N, as was confirmed by Bougher et al. (1990) . They constructed a global map of the NO UV nightglow showing that the emission is statistically concentrated in a bright spot located near 0200 LT, 10-20°south of the equator. After revisions by Bougher et al. (1990) , the estimated vertical emission rate of this bright spot emission was $1.9 kiloRayleighs (kR) for the d(0, 1) band, whereas the average hemispheric nightside intensity was 0.45 kR for this emission band (see Table 1 ). These observations confirmed the general picture of the Venusian N and O global circulation. This concept was numerically validated by a three-dimensional model using the Venus Thermospheric General Circulation Model (VTGCM) (Bougher et al., 1990) . The statistical location of the bright spot was well predicted by this three-dimensional model and implied retrograde zonal winds of $50-75 ms À1 in the 115-150 km altitude region. The observed shift toward dawn of the statistical location of the airglow maximum was also well reproduced by the VTGCM and interpreted as a persistence of the atmospheric zonal superrotation into the thermosphere. The presence of a helium bulge (Niemann et al., 1980) near the morning terminator appeared consistent with the persistence of a dawnward zonal component into the thermosphere. Niemann et al. (1980) Figure 13 sketched a possible flow pattern in the nightside thermosphere. They proposed that the Coriolis force may divert the flow vectors of the superrotation to a stagnation point at low latitudes close to the morning terminator. Brecht et al. (2011) updated the original VTGCM and decreased the altitude level of the lower boundary to model both the NO and the O 2 (a 1 D) emissions. They summarized the existence of two different dominating circulation patterns in the Venus upper atmosphere (Dickinson and Ridley, 1977; Schubert et al., 1980 Schubert et al., , 2007 Bougher et al., 1997 Bougher et al., , 2006 Lellouch et al., 1997) . For an altitude range from the surface to $70 km, the retrograde superrotating zonal (RSZ) flow dominates. This wind flows in the direction of the planetary spin and is faster than Venus' rotation. Above $120 km, the SSAS flow pattern is dominant. In the intermediate altitude region, these two flows are thought to be superimposed with relative contributions varying in time and space.
Limb observations of the NO c and d emission bands performed by SPICAV have been reported and analyzed by Gérard et al. (2008) and Stiepen et al. (2012) . The mean altitude of the emission layer was found at 115 km, with large variations, in agreement with Gér-ard et al. (1981) who found a peak altitude of 115 ± 2 km from the analysis of PV-OUVS limb scans. The limb brightness depends on latitude and local time and is highly variable with a mean value of 60 kR. Stiepen et al. (2012) used SPICAV grazing limb observations to determine the volume emission rate (VER -in photons cm À3 s
À1
) of NO through the Abel inversion technique. They analyzed the distribution of the deconvolved peak intensity and altitude of the NO UV nightglow and VER, as well as its dependence on latitude, local time, etc. They found that the highest VER values are observed around 0200 LT. Unfortunately, as a consequence of orbital characteristics, limb scans are limited to the northern hemisphere. The highest VER values are located close to the equator in the northern hemisphere. They defined an angle from the statistical brightest spot (ABS) centered on 0200 local time and 10-20°S latitude and found a decreasing trend of the VER intensities with increasing ABS values, thus confirming the presence of the statistical brightest spot previously observed by Stewart et al. (1980) . Altitude and brightness information have also been retrieved by Royer et al. (2010) by analyzing the additional atmospheric signal observed during slitless stellar occultation measurements made with the SPICAV instrument. They also used a forward model to derive a peak altitude of 113.5 ± 6 km, a topside scale height of 3.4 ± 1 km and a brightness ranging from 19 to 540 kR for the vertical distribution of the NO UV emissions, in full agreement with the direct spectral observations. Soret et al. (2010) constructed a global map of the O 2 (a 1 D) emission around 96.5 km altitude by assembling nadir images taken by the VIRTIS-M-IR instrument (Drossart et al., 2007; Piccioni et al., 2009 ) on board Venus Express. They also extracted emission profiles of the 1.27 lm emission from limb images obtained by VIRTIS. They derived the equivalent vertical intensity from these profiles by vertical integration of the local emission rate derived from the Abel inversion of the limb profiles. They combined nadir profiles in the southern hemisphere with limb observations in the northern hemisphere to produce a statistical global map of the O 2 (a 1 D) emission. They found that the region of enhanced emission is located around the antisolar point (Soret et al., 2010 , Fig. 1) , with a maximum brightness of 1.6 MR and dropping with decreasing solar zenith angle. The mean hemispheric brightness at the nadir of the O 2 (a 1 D) nightglow was found to be 0.5 MR. The position of the brightest region was previously observed by ground observations (Crisp et al., 1996; Ohtsuki et al., 2005 Ohtsuki et al., , 2008 . This result is counter-intuitive and contradicts the 3-D models (e.g. Bougher et al., 1990) results predicting that superrotation of the atmosphere vanishes in the lower thermosphere. It indicates that the superrotating zonal flow is statistically quite weak near 96 km, but picks up strength again at higher altitude.
In this study, we analyze SPICAV ultraviolet observations collected in the nadir direction in order to construct a global map of the NO emission and analyze its spatial distribution. Our main purpose is to compare the morphology of the nightside NO airglow observed with Venus Express during the low to medium solar activity period 2006-2011 with that observed with PV-OUVS over 30 years ago at high activity. In particular the question arises whether the statistical location of the bright spot was still shifted dawnward from the antisolar point. We first describe the geometry of the observations, signal processing and construction of the airglow map. We then compare these results with those of Pioneer Venus and the recent Venus Express observations of the O 2 Infrared Atmospheric band at 1.27 lm. Finally, we draw some conclusions about the variability of the atmospheric dynamics in the mesosphere-thermosphere transition region.
Nadir observations
The Venus Express (VEx) spacecraft (Svedhem et al., 2007) ) of the European Space Agency has been orbiting Venus along a quasi-polar eccentric trajectory with a period of 24 h since April 2006. The apocenter is located at 66,000 km, while the altitude of the pericenter varies between 250 km and 185 km. The orbit is fixed in the inertial space and therefore precesses at the rate of 1.6°per day. As a consequence of the precession of the orbital plane with regard to the direction of the Sun, a very large variety of configurations exists on both the day and night sides of the planet. The Spectroscopy for Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Venus (SPICAV) ultraviolet spectrometer has been extensively described by Bertaux et al. (2007) . SPICAV-UV covers a spectral range extending from 118 nm to 320 nm, entirely including the NO c (225-270 nm) and d (190-240 nm)) bands. The detector is a 288 Â 407 pixel CCD and the angular field of view of one pixel is 0.7 Â 0.7 arcmin. For reasons of telemetry limitations and because of the time needed to read all the lines of the CCD, five adjacent zones of the CCD detector are usually read out. Several observation modes may be selected, namely nadir observations, star pointing for stellar occultations by the Venus atmosphere, fixed point tracking and limb observations, all described by Titov et al. (2006) . These data are available from ESA's planetary science archives (http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php_project=PSA&page= home).
In the nadir observation mode, the width of each spatial bin of SPICAV-UV is 32 pixel lines, corresponding to a field of view of 1.7°.
These lines are seen through the large slit (500 lm), providing a spectral resolution of $15 nm. The planetary area intercepted by the field of view depends on the location of the spacecraft on its orbits and it must be calculated for each individual spectrum. The non-uniform dark current and offset values are carefully subtracted from each individual spectrum, using similar observations performed with a null amplification of the UV image intensifier (see Appendix A). The absolute calibration obtained by observing well-known hot stars spectra is then applied to obtain emission rates of the total gamma and delta NO emission expressed in kiloRayleighs (kR). Other intermediate steps are necessary before building up a global statistical airglow map.
Slit projection
The area intercepted by a nadir observation performed by SPI-CAV is highly dependent on the position and orientation of the spacecraft with regard to Venus. We therefore use a two-axis system to define this surface, as presented in Fig. 1 . Within the spacecraft axis system (SC in the following), a spatial bin is defined by four points: P 1 SC, P 2 SC, P 3 SC and P 4 SC. Similarly, the focal point in this system of axis is defined as being P F SC. Four vectors may be defined from the focal point to each corner of the bin. In the SC axis system, we define them with P F SC, h and /. We now call VN the system of axis defined by Venus. With the known geometry of the spacecraft in the VN system, one can transform P F SC into P F VN. The focal point of SPICAV is now defined in the Venus axis system. The four vectors that link the focal point with each corner of the spatial bin are now defined in the VN system using the values of to P F VN, h and /. We can then calculate the intersections of those four vectors with the sphere centered on Venus with a radius equal to R Venus + z peak , where z peak value is 115.5 km, the average altitude of the NO emission peak (Stiepen et al., 2012) . The four intersections of this sphere and the vectors that are closer to the spacecraft define a polygon in the emitting layer that is expressed in the VN system (i.e. in term of latitude and longitude).
Viewing angle correction
An ideal nadir observation is performed when the line of sight of SPICAV is strictly perpendicular to the emission layer and the planetary surface. However, during most observations, a non-zero angle exists between the line of sight and the normal, as presented in Fig. 2 . The purpose of this correction is to calculate the equivalent vertical emission from a slant one, using an approximation to the Chapman function. The method is based on the expression described by Alexander et al. (1993) who approximated the Chapman function by:
With a the angle between the vertical direction and the line of sight,
H the scale height of the atmosphere and
The equivalent vertical intensity I V is then given by I V ¼ I REC ChðR; H; aÞ ð 7Þ
with I REC the intensity of the emission observed at angle a from the vertical. A latitude/local time grid to populate is defined with a pixel size of 5°latitude Â 20 min LT. We first identify all the polygons that cover each pixel. We then calculate the surface ratio of each polygon covering the pixel. The intensity of each pixel is equal to the total intensity of all polygons covering that pixel, corrected for the chapman factor presented in the previous section and the surface ratio calculated for each polygon.
Mapping procedure
Since the observations used in this study were solely collected during the periods of time when the spacecraft was fully in the eclipse of Venus, gaps exist between groups of data. Observations performed when the spacecraft was illuminated show a diffuse scattered solar UV component ascribed to instrumental stray light and are therefore not used in this study. Fig. 3 illustrates the time distribution of the spectra included in our database. The number of spectra used in this study is indicated along the y axis while the orbit number is indicated on the x axis. One can easily isolate six groups of data. Groups one to six extend from orbit 1 to 500, 501 to 800, 801 to 1000, 1001 to 1300 and 1301 to 1600 and from 1601 to the last orbit number respectively.
Appendix A presents the noise subtraction method. It permits to estimate the noise level, as presented in Fig. 4 . It is calculated as follows. The main noise components are I dc (i) and I nu (j), the spatial and temporal parts of the non-uniform dark current. One can express the error as Fig. 1 . Projection of the slit in the emitting layer. In the spacecraft (SC) axis system, a spatial bin is defined by P 1?4SC while the instrument focal point is defined by P FSC . These points can also be defined in the Venus axis system (VN). The projection of the slit on the emitting layer is defined by the intersections of the four vectors P iSC P iVN ! (i = 1, 4) with the sphere centered on Venus of radius R VENUS + z PEAK .
where E is the error, I dc and I nu explained in Appendix A, I cc is the cleaned and calibrated intensity (the black curve in Fig. 4) and G is the gain during the observation. This value, E, is obtained for each spectrum.
The calculated noise level of each map pixel is then processed as an intensity value. The 1 À r noise level map in The signal-tonoise ratio in each pixel therefore ranges from $1 up to more than 10. Fig. 5a is the global brightness map. It contains all usable observations that have been processed as explained before. All maps share the same pixel size of 5°latitude Â 20 min local time. A brightest region that extends from 01:00 to 03:30 local time and 25°S to 10°N appears in this nitric oxide emission map. Every observations accumulated to produce this global map were added to produce the animation available as auxiliary material.
Panel 5b is the mapping of the error associated with the intensity showed in Fig. 5a . It is calculated for each spectrum as presented in Appendix A and Fig. 4 . The error value is then processed as described here above to produce the map.
The map of the statistics of the observations is presented in Fig. 5c . This figure shows the total observation time spent within each pixel. The non-uniform coverage of the observations causes the distinct inhomogeneity. Due to orbit characteristics, some regions have not been observed and are therefore left void of data. Pixels within the statistical brightest region were observed up to $2.5 h each, providing satisfactory statistics. In particular, the observation time spent in each pixel ranges from $300 to $10,000 s in this region while the mean observation time per pixel is $1500 s. of sight may be tilted by an angle a with the normal of the emitting layer, a Chapman correction is applied to each spectrum to derive the nadir intensity. Fig. 3 . Time distribution of the nadir NO nightglow spectra. Six groups of observations can be defined. Groups one to six extend from orbit 1 to 500, 501 to 800, 801 to 1000, 1001 to 1300 and 1301 to 1600 and from 1601 to the last orbit number respectively. 
Discussion
To compare with previous observations, we calculated the mean nightside hemispheric value of the NO emission and its lower bound. The mean value is obtained by averaging the intensity within all non-null pixels of the whole night hemisphere and dividing it by the number of pixels, while the lower bound is the mean value of the whole hemisphere with empty pixels set to zero. We obtain a mean value of 1.9 kR and a lower bound of 0.51 kR for the nightside hemisphere. The actual hemispheric mean emission is likely closer to the mean value obtained with the first method. The values for the brightest region (extending from 01:00 to 03:30 local time and 25°S to 10°N) are respectively 3.9 kR and 2.9 kR. They may be compared with those obtained by Stewart et al. (1980) who determined the mean intensity for the d(0, 1) band emission on the night hemisphere bounded by 60°S and 66°N and by 2000 LT and 0400 LT and within a bright region delimited by a box centered at 0230 LT and slightly south of the equator. They used a box size of 9°latitude Â 1 h LT. The PV-OUVS values were subsequently recalculated (Bougher et al., 1990 ) and corrected. They found 0.48 kR for the mean hemispheric nightside intensity of the d(0, 1) band and 1.9 kR for the bright patch intensity of this emission band. The factor to convert the intensity of the d(0, 1) band to the total c and d band system is derived from the measurements by Tennyson et al. (1986) . They measured the NO nightglow spectrum during a rocket launch in 1981 and calculated the relative brightness of the various NO c and d bands. The fraction emitted in the d(0, 1) band is 22% of the total NO spectrum.
The total NO intensities derived from the work by Bougher et al. (1990) are therefore 2 ± 0.5 kR for the nightside hemisphere and 8.6 ± 2.7 kR for the brightest region. This implies a bright patch $4.5 times brighter than the hemispheric mean brightness. The Venus Express observations yield a lower ratio of 2.1. The difference between the brightest region intensity values obtained in this study and those obtained by Bougher et al. (1990) for solar maximum conditions may be caused by the size and position of the box containing the brightest spot within which the values are calculated. We note however that these values are comparable and that the difference is probably not caused by a change in the solar activity, as the hemispheric values are similar. The data used in this study were accumulated during 2006 to 2011 and therefore cover low to medium solar conditions. Stewart and Barth (1979) did not demonstrate a clear correlation between the F10.7 index and the intensity values. We confirm that no correlation was found between the F10.7 index and the brightness of the NO emission. Stewart and Barth (1979) and Bougher et al. (1990) defined a box centered on the bright spot situated at 02:30 LT and slightly south of the equator. The box size they used was 9°lati-tude Â 1 h LT. Similarly, the hemispheric mean value they obtained was calculated for emissions located within a box bounded by 60°S and 66°N and by 20:00 LT and 04:00 LT. We determined the average hemispheric values as explained here above (considering the whole hemisphere), while the brightest region in this study extends from 01:00 to 03:30 local time and 25°S to 10°N. We recalculated from the SPICAV observations the mean values within the regions defined by Stewart and Barth (1979) and Bougher et al. (1990) . The mean SPICAV value is unchanged at 1.9 kR, but the bright patch mean emission becomes 3.7 kR. We note that the average total NO intensities determined from the two missions are very close, within the error bars of the observations. The details of the comparison of these values are in Table 1. A brighter region is clearly observed in the statistical brightness map: it is located between 01:00 and 03:30 local time and 25°S to 10°N latitude (see Fig. 5a ). Data obtained close to the terminator have been removed as they may contain solar radiation contribution. As a consequence of the Venus Express orbit and operations, SPICAV nadir mode does not permit polar latitudes observations. A secondary bright region is visible in Fig. 5a around 40°N and 02:30 LT. Stewart et al. (1980) noted that bright patches are seen to occur randomly over a wide range of latitudes and local times. A secondary bright spot also appears on their Plate 4 at the same location as found from SPICAV data in this study. Stewart et al. (1980) explained the existence of the observed patchiness as the indication of spatial irregularities in the high-altitude circulation pattern. While the statistical brightest region is well defined, it appears that bright spots may occur at various locations on the nightside. Multiple spots have also been identified within the brightest region. Fig. 6 shows examples of the variability of the airglow within the region of bright emission. The intensity of the NO emission is presented over a wide latitude range for three observations made from 02:00 to 03:00 LT during similar solar conditions. The three intensity curves clearly exhibit different behaviors in shape and Fig. 6 . Variability and latitudinal structure of the emission in the bright emission region. The curves show the intensity of the NO nadir emission for three different observations (orbits 393, 395 and 582) between 02:00 and 03:00 LT with similar solar conditions. While all three observations cross through the statistically bright region, different behaviors are observed. Curve (a) presents a secondary peak near 10°N, curve (b) has two equally important peaks, while curve (c) has no maximum near 10°S. Table 1 Intensities and 1 À r standard deviation for the NO nightglow emission from this study and comparison with values from PV-OUVS observations.
Publications
Mean hemispheric intensity Mean intensity in the brightest region This study 1.9 ± 1 kR 3.9 ± 1.5 kR (from 01:00 to 03:30 LT and from 25°S to 10°N) Full NO emission 3.7 ± 1.5 kR (from 02:15 to 02:45 LT and from $20°S to $0°N) Bougher et al. (1990) 0.45 kR 1.9 kR (from 02:15 to 02:45 LT and from $20°S to $0°N) d(0, 1) NO band Bougher et al. (1990) 2 ± 0.5 kR 8.6 ± 2.7 kR (from 02:15 to 02:45 LT and from $20°S to $0°N) Full NO emission intensity values. The middle curve (b) also exhibits multiple emission peaks. The variability and double peaks are larger than the error bars within the bright region, as the signal-to-noise ratio increases. This does not permit to perform a statistical study of the location of the double-peaked emissions. As well, a single observation covers a small area of the planet and a global image of multiple peaks and variability in the emission cannot be reproduced. However, Stewart and Barth (1979) already reported a dayto-day variability of the NO airglow emission using images taken $24 h apart. The O 2 (a 1 Dg) emission also shows a great deal of variability, as discussed by Soret et al. (2010) . Clancy et al. (2012) reported Doppler wind measurements in the 95-115 km altitude range region from 12 CO and 13 CO at 346 and 330 GHz, respectively.
These measurements show large temporal and spatial variations in the relative strength of the retrograde zonal and SSAS circulation close to 110 km. They explained that these variations are very likely responsible for thermospheric temperature and composition local (both spatial and temporal) variability. The variability of the NO airglow emission is also apparent in the movie added as supplementary material. This animation presents the accumulation of data during the Venus Express mission. The bright spots are statistically located within the bright region, but their brightness and behavior (i.e. presence or absence of multiple peaks, brightest peak out of the bright region) is apparent during the movie.
Interesting features of the oxygen airglow described by Soret et al.'s (2010) Fig. 1 may be compared with the global NO airglow map presented in Fig. 5a . As was pointed out, the brightest region of O 2 (a 1 D) emission is centered on the subsolar point. The lack of spatial correlation between the O 2 (a 1 D) and the NO emissions observed in latitudinal cuts was discussed in Gérard et al. (2009) . They used concurrent observations from SPICAV and VIRTIS instruments on board Venus Express to characterize the degree of correlation between those two emissions. They proposed that the absence of correlation is due to the presence of horizontal winds in the mesosphere-thermosphere transition region. For example, their Fig. 7 sketches the downward transport of atoms that recombine and generate airglow layers in different altitude regimes. The two-dimensional transport model by Collet et al. (2010) reproduced the separation between the NO and O 2 (a 1 D) emissions following localized injection of a blob of O and N atoms. It is a consequence of the coupling between the horizontal and vertical transport processes. The long time scale of vertical transport and the different chemical lifetimes of the two species combine to produce a spatial separation of $2 h local time between the two emission brightest spots.
A comparison can also be made with the SPICAV limb observations of the nitric oxide emission. Stiepen et al. (2012) found a statistical drop of the peak VER with increasing latitude (from $1700 ph cm À3 s À1 down to $700 ph cm À3 s
À1
, corresponding to vertical intensities equal to $3.4 kR and $1.4 kR) and a maximum at local times near 02:00 LT (1250 ph cm À3 s À1 at 02:00 LT to 435 ph cm À3 s À1 at 04:00 LT, corresponding to vertical intensities equal to $2.5 kR and $0.9 kR). The mean VER profile showed in Stiepen et al. (2012) Fig. 4 have been vertically integrated. From this analysis, the mean corresponding vertical intensity is $1.9 kR. These results are in full agreement with the global map obtained in this work.
The results of this study raise the ongoing key question of the winds regime in the upper mesosphere-lower thermosphere region of the Venus nightside. The finding that the O 2 airglow is not statistically shifted toward the morning terminator contradicts the assumption that the superrotation associated with the zonal circulation persists from the cloud top into the lower thermosphere. It apparently dies off at an altitude below the O 2 airglow layer. Some other mechanism must be at play, which restores superrotation in the thermosphere and explains the NO airglow shift and other features such as the displaced He bulge. Niemann et al. (1980) proposed a flow field at thermospheric heights where the Coriolis force, coupled with the superrotation flow, diverts the flow vectors to create a stagnation point located around the equator and towards morning local times.
The need to explain the asymmetry in both thermospheric densities and NO nightglow was studied as soon as the early 1990s. In the VTGCM, Bougher et al. (1990) reproduced the observed superrotating winds by using a Rayleigh friction parameter. Alexander (1992) claimed that in situ forcing mechanism (i.e. gravity waves propagating from cloud-level to the thermosphere) causes the asymmetry in the global wind circulation. These waves could interact with the winds in the thermosphere region either by breaking or saturating, transferring momentum to the atmosphere. The recent work by Zalucha et al. (2013) shows that parameterizations of gravity waves in the VTGCM based on formalisms developed for the middle atmosphere cannot reproduce densities and nightglow emissions in agreement with the VEX observations. They concluded that gravity waves propagating from lower altitudes either break below 115 km or are reflected by the strong zonal wind existing in this altitude range. However, they argue that lower altitudes gravity waves may break in the 100-115 km altitude range and generate secondary waves able to transfer momentum to the atmosphere at 115 km or higher.
Another possibility to explain the winds regime in the upper mesosphere-lower thermosphere region of the Venus nightside is the coupling between the thermosphere and the plasma environment of Venus. Lundin et al. (2011) analyzed Aspera-4 Ion Mass Analyzer measurements to characterize the asymmetry of the solar wind and ionospheric ion flows near the planet. The main flow direction on the nightside is in the midnight-to-morning direction. They suggested that solar wind deposits momentum to the ionospheric plasma and provided clear suggestions of a downward transport of momentum. Below $400 km and down to $200 km, the O + velocity decreases (while it was increasing down to 400 km), indicating a momentum transfer between O + and the neutral atmosphere (mainly atomic oxygen). Below $160-140 km, as CO 2 becomes the main atmospheric constituent, momentum from O + ions may be transferred to the neutral atmosphere by charge exchange or ion drag. We raise the possibility that this transfer leads, via neutral-neutral collisions, to energy and momentum transfer that may reach lower regions of the atmosphere on a longer time basis and generate the zonal wind component causing the dawnward shift of the statistical NO bright spot.
Conclusions
We have obtained the first map of the ultraviolet NO Venus nightglow since the Pioneer-Venus era and the only one for low solar activity (from 2006 to end 2010) and low to medium solar activity (during the year 2011). It is based on data collected in the nadir direction with the SPICAV instrument. The Venus NO nightglow exhibits a region with enhanced emission intensity extending between 01:00 and 03:30 local time and 25°S to 10°N latitude. Intensities as high as $20 kR have been observed in individual observations. The mean vertical intensity of this statistically bright region is found to be 3.9 kR, while the hemispheric emission rate of the NO emission is 1.9 kR. Single observations have shown the existence of multiple emission peaks along latitudinal cuts within the bright region as well as the possibility for the brightest spot to move in a limited time within this region.
The comparison with the O 2 (a 1 D) emission distribution and the He bulge raises the question of the mechanisms that produces the superrotation of Venus' upper atmosphere. This superrotation present at cloud top level ($70 km) disappears at the altitude of the O 2 (a 1 D) emission ($95 km). The NO map presented in this study is in agreement with the results from Stewart and Barth (1979) based on PV-OUVS observations and confirms the existence of a statistical superrotation in the thermosphere at $115 km. It is also in agreement with the presence of the helium bulge (from $150 km to $250 km) which indicates the existence of an atmospheric superrotation at higher altitudes. Two possible mechanisms of momentum transfer may explain superrotation near 115 km. Recent results from VTGCM simulations (Zalucha et al., 2013) show that gravity waves emerging from lower altitudes break in the 100-115 km altitude range, transferring momentum and energy to the atmosphere in this region. On the other hand, momentum transfer from ionospheric flow may propagate from higher altitudes, as proposed by Lundin et al. (2011) on the basis of recent ASPERA-4 plasma measurements. These two mechanisms may coexist to produce superrotation at the altitude of the NO emission, while none being able to drive the atmosphere to superrotate below 100 km. Further modeling is needed to assess the validity of this mechanism and its efficiency as a function of altitude.
